
Sponsorship Training
Week 1: Intro and Telling Your Story



Topics 
● Week 1: Intro and Telling Your Story
● Week 2: Generating Leads
● Week 3: Cra ing the Email Pitch
● Week 4: Foundations and Grants: What do they want?
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Objectives for this class
● Individual

○ Personalized short in-person pitch
○ Personalized email pitch template

● Group
○ Bank of answer templates for typical grant 

application questions
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Introduction



Why Do We Need Sponsors?
⬥ Annual Operating Expenses

⬦ Registration fees, robot parts, travel, consumable 
supplies, fundraiser expenses, etc.

⬥ Capital Expenses
⬦ Machinery, equipment, facility investment, etc.

⬥ Organizational Overhead 
⬦ Insurance, paperwork filing fees, etc.
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Why Do We Talk About $$$ All The Time?
⬥ Important to understand all sides of the team

⬦ Technical capability relies on business 
capability

⬥ Full perspective on all the constraints and 
opportunities 

⬥ Real world modeling
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Without the money to support the team, we can’t provide the opportunities for 
hands-on technical experience



2021 Expenses - Rough Estimate
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2021 Regular Season Registration $2,000.00

Insurance/Overhead $3,000.00

Outreach Supplies $1,000.00

Robot Supplies $2,500.00

Raffle Award $500.00

Prototyping $1,000.00

Total Estimate $10,000.00

Plus multi-year Capital Campaign for machinery and equipment, and 
potential for in-person/off-season events later in 2021

In a typical season, with District Champs and Worlds and travel, annual expenses can 
exceed $50,000.



The Pitch



What is an Elevator Pitch?
⬥ Situation: You find yourself in an elevator with 

the President of a Foundation that has the 
authority to approve your grant request
⬦ Give all the relevant info by the time the 

elevator stops
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Show that *you* have the solution

Statistics have a useful place but not in the initial short pitch



What is an Elevator Pitch?
⬥ Personalized story

⬦ Why is this important to you
⬦ What do you want from your audience
⬦ Why they should care

⬥ Very short (1-2 minutes) and engaging
⬥ Easy for anyone to understand
⬥ Relatable
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Show that *you* have the solution

Statistics have a useful place but not in the initial short pitch



Telling Your Story



Aspects of a Pitch
⬥ Content
⬥ Narrative Arc
⬥ Delivery
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Content 
1. Hook
2. Problem
3. Solution
4. Brag
5. Call to action
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What are your 

ideas?

Hook - get their ears to perk up; paint a vivid picture with words; put your listener in 
the situation; make them care about what you care about and make an emotional 
connection

Problem - very brief, just enough so the listener understands

Solution - what/how do you provide a solution
“Hands-on engineering opportunities in real world situations”

Brag - don’t minimize what you’re already accomplished; describe exciting 
accomplishments; focus on proven impact and how scaling can be better/bigger; 
where do you want this to go next; makes it real for your listener

Call to action - what do you want from the listener: donate? Make a connection? Get 
involved?
State your goal, get them thinking about how they can help

Brainstorm ways that each of these five parts can be applied to a sponsor pitch



Narrative Arc - Vary the Emotional Energy
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Keep the emotional level changing → engaging pitch

How does this map with the five parts of the content?

Brainstorm ways they can overlay and how to use this arc to move through the five 
parts



Delivery
⬥ Physical presence

⬦ Open shoulders, arms back, chin up
⬥ Practice 
⬥ Focus on sounding conversational

⬦ Don’t read a script
⬥ Video yourself and then watch

⬦ SO HARD TO DO!!!
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Same whether in-person or virtual

Conversational - emote while talking, vary tone and pace and length of sentences

It’s incredibly uncomfortable to video yourself and then watch it. Best way to learn 
your conversational and physical tics.

Put in the work



Elevator Pitch - “The Do”s
⬥ Know your audience
⬥ Make it personal, put yourself into the story
⬥ Go for emotion, grab the heart
⬥ Start with a hook, something to grab attention
⬥ Know the points you want to make
⬥ Make the ask
⬥ Practice
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Show that *you* have the solution

Statistics have a useful place but not in the initial short pitch



Elevator Pitch - “The Don’t”s
⬥ State a problem without a solution
⬥ Dry statistics
⬥ Jargon or insider-only language
⬥ Formal script recited from memory
⬥ Bland, low energy presentation
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Show that *you* have the solution

Statistics have a useful place but not in the initial short pitch



Example - Investor Pitch
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Play 0:39-2:05

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEdrey6U5dU


Example - Investor Pitch
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Highlight how she hits each of the five parts in quick succession

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aXIMNZJ2xQ


Any Questions?

ITS OKAY TO ASK FOR HELP

If the kids don’t want to talk, we will make them lmao



To do for next week
Develop your 1-2 minute elevator pitch
Make it personal

https://forms.gle/QZsU1Y28HBQYZ8YEA

Due Sunday November 29
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No fancy video production - pretend you’re talking to someone in person

This is a first draft - doesn’t need to be perfect. Will work on refining your elevator 
pitch each week.

Feel free to look at examples thru Google and experiment with what works for you

https://forms.gle/QZsU1Y28HBQYZ8YEA

